The Brighter Solution for Global IP

IP Maintenance Solutions
Clear Benefits for
IP Teams:
Reduce Risks
•	Customized data verification for
complex patent portfolios
•	Annuities data is fully-compliant
and highly-secure
•	Timely payments and easy alerts
for better decision-making

Streamline Processes
•	
Minimize invoices and save
significant time on accounting
•	
Benefit from a single instruction
and one point-of-contact
•	
The flexibility to meet your
specific needs

Fact Sheet

Overview
Maintaining complex, global patent portfolios is a critical priority for IP
professionals.This responsibility is rife with the potential for needless
cost, risk, and inefficiency. Patent maintenance procedures are a
challenge to monitor across multiple jurisdictions. Payments must be
made on a timely and accurate basis. Tracking and forecasting costs are
not easy. Furthermore, error is not an option in the context of strict
jurisdictional rules.



IP professionals successfully execute their patent
maintenance strategies with Sun IP’s world-class
solutions. We enable seamless, timely, and accurate
annuity payments across all major jurisdictions,
and provide clear, comprehensive information
into annuity-related costs.

Sun IP’s annuity solutions revolve around rigorous processes that
enable your peace of mind. Our highly-experienced team leverages
industry-leading technology for your benefit. Clients choose Sun IP to
efficiently and effectively execute their IP maintenance strategy.

Sharpen Visibility

Our platform

•	
Gain transparency into
payment history

A powerful, intuitive software platform for
IP maintenance decision-making:

•	
Improve ability to forecast
and prune costs

•
•
•

•	
Run budget reports with a
few simple clicks

Clear, accurate reporting and cost forecasting
Intelligent, actionable decision-making
Streamlined payment across multiple jurisdictions

Our promise
annuities@sunip.com
(215) 344-7800
www.sunip.com

Our team serves as an extension of yours. We monitor deadlines, issue
reminders, and update you on annuity-related rules and official fee
changes. Our commitment is to the highest standard of client service
and we work flexibly to meet your specific needs.

